Automatically identifying perceptually similar voices for
voice parades
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Currently, selecting the most appropriate speakers for a voice parade is a costly, labour intensive
process. Utilising an automatic system for speaker selection, under the supervision of the forensic
expert, could offer the potential to increase the efficiency and to decrease the subjectivity of this
process, while at the same time considering a larger number of candidate voices.
In the entertainment industry, the task of voice casting involves the reproduction of dialogue from a
movie or video game from one language to another (Obin et al. 2014). The process of casting a voice
actor could be greatly accelerated with an automatic approach to searching for a similar voice.
With these applications in mind, this paper presents a pilot study on using an automatic speaker
recognition system to identify similar voices. Previous research on perceived voice similarity has
pointed toward pitch, formant information and voice quality as being important cues (Nolan et al,
2011, Zetterholm et al. 2010). In this study, auto-phonetic features encapsulating a range of these
attributes are used within the automatic system.
A corpus of 175 speakers was obtained from various online sources. The corpus consists of lapelmicrophone recordings in varied acoustic environments and speaking contexts. All recordings are in
English, with variation in accent.
The iVOCALISE system (Alexander et al. 2016) was used for the automatic speaker recognition
experiments. iVOCALISE supports a range of feature and modeling options; here, F0, F1-F4, semitones of F0, along with first derivatives, were used as features in an i-vector PLDA (Probabilistic
Linear Discriminant Analysis) framework. Three male and three female target voices were selected
randomly from the SITW subset, and a comparison score between their recordings and all others in
the database was obtained.
This was followed by a listener experiment to assess the perceptual similarity of the target voices and
their closest cohort, as ranked by the output score of iVOCALISE. Each target voice was compared
with five candidate voices: the two closest voices, two randomly chosen voices and sample of the
same voice from a different recording. Each sample was seven seconds in duration and no samples
were repeated. The test was completed by 43 listeners (25 male, 18 female) via an online application.
After a training phase of three comparisons, the 30 comparisons were presented in a random order.
Listeners were requested to judge the similarity of the two voices on scale of 1—9 (see Figure 1),
while aiming to ignore the speaker accents, any non-speech noises, or any of the spoken content.

Figure 1. A sample comparison from the listener experiment

Responses for male comparisons are show in Figure 2. A significantly higher response value is observed for ‘similar’ voices automatically selected using iVOCALISE. Additionally, there is a positive
correlation (≈0.7) between score and median similarity rating for all male comparisons. In the female
case however, a weaker separation of similar and different comparisons was observed. Considering
the unconstrained recording conditions and confounding issues of speaker accent and speech content,
this approach of using auto-phonetic features to find similar voices shows promise. With an appropriate database containing meta-data such as accent and age, this could indeed prove a quick and
effective method of identifying potential cohorts of speakers for voice parades and voice casting.

Figure 2. Distribution of similarity ratings for male comparisons from all listeners (15*43 = 645
responses), where 1 indicates ‘very different’ and 9 ‘very similar’. The median response for ‘similar’
comparisons is significantly greater than the median response for ‘different’ comparisons.
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